MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

The original message from Dean Tandy was sent to all Lee Business School students on March 20.

In these unsure times we want our students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the community to know we are all in this together. We are committed to providing the best possible academic experience to our students during this challenging period. Along with the rest of the university, all classes through the Lee Business School will transition to remote teaching on March 23, I know this will be a time of learning for all of us but I am confident we can do this successfully with patience and understanding for each other. Students will receive communication from their professors by Monday, March 23 if they haven’t already.

As we move forward, the Lee Business School will follow the lead of the university, NSHE, and our local government. Our highest priority is the safety and health of our university community. I encourage you to check unlv.edu/coronavirus for information pertaining to university operations. We will also be sharing updates on this page, specific to services available to Lee Business School students as they become available. As directed by the university, all events scheduled through Sunday, April 12 will be canceled or postponed. We hope to have more information about rescheduling events in the coming days. Despite the circumstances, I have been amazed by the positive and encouraging attitudes of our faculty and staff. We don’t know what the next days and weeks will bring, but we will work together as a team for the benefit of our students.

Paulette Tandy

Interim Dean, Lee Business School

LEE BUSINESS SCHOOL COVID-19 WEBPAGE

There is now a Lee Business School COVID-19 webpage that provides updates to students specific to the Lee Business school as they become available: unlv.edu/business/coronavirus.

Updates from UNLV can be found here: unlv.edu/coronavirus

Both pages will be updated regularly.

TROESH CENTER STUDENT HIGHLIGHT

Dylan Sanglay

Named by Las Vegas Entrepreneurs as one of its “Top 25 under 25” special ‘Spring Break’ 2020 edition, Dylan Sanglay is an entrepreneurship student at the UNLV Lee Business School and has achieved great success as the owner of DSigner, a reselling business that he started when he was 17-years-old. Make sure to follow him on Instagram @Dsanglay!
TROESH CENTER ONLINE WORKSHOPS

Wearable Marketing Workshop
Learn how to create wearables, marketing materials, and how to produce and eventually monetize them.

REBEL VENTURE FUND
MEET THE TEAM!

Name: Scott Luk
Major: International Business
Program of Study: Lee Business School

Why did you join RVF?
I wanted to learn more about the technical and financial aspects of start-up businesses to further my aspirations to become an entrepreneur!

What are your goals for RVF?
For RVF to become a catalyst for personal development. I also hope to contribute to the growth of an encouraging, educational and compassionate atmosphere.
EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

Lee Thought Leader Series


HELPFUL ARTICLES TO ASSIST IN THIS TRANSITION TO ONLINE

"Here's who's hiring right now"
by Katie Carroll of LinkedIn

"Virtual beer pong and Zoom dinner dates: 9 creative ways millennials are staying connected with their friends while self-isolating at home"
by Hillary Hoffower of *Business Insider*

Troesh Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation operates as an administrative unit within the UNLV Lee Business School. As a center of excellence, the Troesh Center is focused on providing opportunities for students, faculty and the community to learn about entrepreneurship.

The center manages the entrepreneurship curriculum across the university, is a hub for entrepreneurship research, supports entrepreneurial activities in southern Nevada, and offers guidance to internal and external entrepreneurs.
external stakeholders on obtaining angel capital.